The FMR1 gene contains a CGG-repeat present in the 5'UTR which can be unstable upon transmission to the next generation. The repeat is up to 55 CGGs long in the normal population. In patients with fragile X syndrome, a repeat length exceeding 200 CGGs (full mutation: FM) generally leads to methylation of the repeat and the promoter region, which is accompanied by silencing of the FMR1 gene. The absence of FMR1 protein, FMRP, seen in FM is the cause of the mental retardation in patients with fragile X syndrome. The premutation (PM) is defined as CGGs. Female PM carriers are at risk of developing primary ovarian insufficiency. Elderly PM carriers might develop a progressive neurodegenerative disorder called fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome. Although arising from the mutations in the same gene, distinct mechanisms lead to fragile X syndrome (absence of FMRP), FXTAS (toxic RNA gain of function) and FXPOI. The pathogenic mechanisms thought to underlie these disorders are discussed. This review gives insight on the implications of all possible repeat length categories seen in fragile X families.
Fragile X Mental Retardation gene, FMR1
The FMR1 gene is mapped on the X chromosome at position q27.3 spaning approximately 40 kb of genomic sequence (1) . The FMR1 gene contains 17 exons and its mRNA is ~ 4 kb long. Exons 12, 14, 15 and 17 can be alternatively spliced, resulting in different mRNAs and protein isoforms. Cloning of the FMR1 gene revealed that the fragile site of the X chromosome contains a CGG repeat in the 5' untranslated region (UTR) of the gene. This CGG trinucleotide repeat is unstable, and therefore the repeat length is variable (polymorpyhic) in the normal population, ranging from 6-55 repeats. The repeat can become unstable upon maternal transmission, usually resulting in the expansion of the repeat in the next generation. When the repeat expands and ranges from 55-200, the individuals are considered premutation carriers ( Figure 1 ). In patients with FXS, the CGG repeat has expanded above 200 units (FM) (4) (5) . Usually, a full mutation results in hypermethylation of the CpG site in the promoter region of the FMR1 gene (6) . Methylation of DNA promoter sequences is associated with gene silencing and can be accompanied by a number of modifications in histone N-tails (7) , while the promoters of actively transcribed genes typically have demethylated DNA and acetylated lysines in the N-tail of histones H3 and H4. Pietrobono et al. showed that the earliest events in the cascade leading to the inactivation of an expanded FMR1 gene seems to be histone deacetylation and H3-K9 methylation, which are followed by DNA methylation and H3-K4 demethylation (8) . Additionally, using human embryonic stem cells, it has also been demonstrated that FMR1 inactivation is initiated by downregulation of transcription and chromatin modifications prior to DNA methylation (9) . Hypermethylation of the promoter region of the FMR1 gene results in transcriptional silencing, leading to fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP) deficiency and intellectual disability. Although different hypotheses have been postulated about CGG repeat instability, the exact mechanism is still not fully understood (10) .
FMRP
The protein contains different domains, including the RNA binding domains KH and RGG box and a nuclear localization and a nuclear export signal (NLS and NES), that facilitate its shuttling between nucleus and cytoplasm (11) . Both RNA binding motifs contribute to the role of FMRP as suppressor of target mRNA translation via binding of noncoding RNA structures, including G-quartets and kissing complexes (12) (13) . In brain tissue, FMRP is mainly present in the cell soma of neurons and is packed together with other proteins and mRNAs in ribonucleoprotein (RNP) particles. Significant quantities of these FMRP-positive RNP particles are transported into the dendrite, and during development a minority of the protein is localized in the axons (14) .
FMRP in brain
In neurons, many different types of cytoplasmic granules exist, i.e. stress granules, P-bodies and RNA-granules, and FMRP is mainly present in these cytoplasmic granules (reviewed in (15) ). Briefly, stress granules are cytoplasmic foci where untranslated mRNAs accumulate when cells are subjected to a variety of environmental stressors. P-bodies on the other hand, are sites where decapping and mRNA decay occur. P-bodies are also important in microRNA processing and contain the ribonucleoprotein RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). Finally, RNA-granules harbor translationally silenced mRNAs, and in neurons RNA-granules are transported to dendritic synapses. These RNA-granules can be divided in two types: RNA-granules containing ribosomal subunits (RNP particles) and RNA-granules not containing ribosomal subunits (transporting granules) (15) .
Although the exact function of FMRP in these different types of granules is still unknown, FMRP seems to display many different functions in neurons, including repression of mRNA translation during dendritic transport and at the synapse (Figure 2 ).
Besides an important role in neurons, FMRP is also developmentally expressed in astrocytes (16) . The presence of FMRP in astrocytes during development may be essential for the role of astrocytes in synaptogenesis. It has been demonstrated that FMRP expression in astrocytes is important for shaping the dendritic arbors of neurons in FXS (17) suggesting a functional role of astrocytic FMRP in the neurobiology of FXS.
Dendritic mRNA transport
The transport of FMRP-containing granules has been demonstrated to be microtubuledependent, with the same speed as that of general dendritic RNA transport (18) . When microtubules were disrupted by nocadazole treatment, FMRP-positive RNA-granules became immobile, whereas disruption of the actin network had no effect. Because FMRP binds mRNAs and is found in dendritic RNA-granules, it is hypothesized that FMRP is important for the transport of its target mRNAs into the dendrite (Figure 2 ). Electrical stimulation is known to induce transport of specific mRNAs such as CamkII and Arc, which are both target mRNAs of FMRP. Therefore, it was suggested that lack of FMRP resulted in differences in the amount of these target mRNAs in the dendrites at basal state or after stimulation. However, Steward et al. found no differences in the amount of these target mRNAs in the Fmr1 KO hippocampus at basal state or after stimulation (19) . In contrast, Dictenberg et al. did find differences in the amount of dendritic target mRNAs in Fmr1 KO hippocampal neurons after chemical stimulation with DHPG, no differences were observed at basal state (20) . After stimulation with DHPG, fluorescent in situ hybridization showed enhanced signals for CAMKII, MAP1B, SAPAP4 and GABA A -R-δ mRNAs in the dendrites of wild-type hippocampal neurons, while in Fmr1 KO neurons the signals did not differ compared to unstimulated conditions. It was also shown that the RNA-granules were less motile in Fmr1 KO neurons (20) . These results suggest that FMRP is at least partially involved in activity-dependent dendritic transport of its target mRNAs, although more research is warranted to define the exact function of FMRP in mRNA transport (Figure 2 ).
Translational repressor
The majority of FMRP is present in the cytoplasm, associated with elongated polyribosomes in large messenger ribonucleoprotein particles, suggesting that FMRP is important for silencing mRNA translation (21) . The importance of this association of FMRP with polyribosomes has been demonstrated in a severely mentally retarded patient with a missense mutation I304N in the second KH domain of FMRP (22) . As a consequence of this mutation, FMRP (i) is unable to bind to the "kissing-complex" RNA sequence, (ii) can no longer associate with polyribosomes (13) , and (iii) is predominantly found in small RNP particles (21, (23) (24) . It has been postulated that FMRP is associated with polyribosomes to mediate translation of target mRNAs at the synapse. In vitro experiments have demonstrated that FMRP acts as a translational repressor in rabbit reticulocyte lysates in a dose-dependent manner (25) . Moreover, local translation in the spines after mGluR activation seems to be regulated by FMRP as well (26) . The exact mechanism of translational repression is not fully understood, and different mechanisms involved in repression of translation have been proposed, including the phosphorylation status of FMRP and the microRNA pathway.
It has been demonstrated that FMRP can act as a translation repressor in a phosphorylationdependent mechanism (27) . Initially, it was shown that FMRP can be phosphorylated specifically at serine 499 (28) . The phosphorylation status of FMRP influences the translation of target mRNAs since phosphorylated FMRP is associated with stalled polyribosomes and unphosphorylated FMRP with actively translating polyribosomes. Subsequently, it has been shown that FMRP is rapidly dephosphorylated by PP2A after specific stimulation at the synapse, probably resulting in local protein synthesis of target mRNAs (29) . Simultaneously, after specific synaptic stimulation, a second cascade involving TSC1/TSC2 and the mTOR pathway is activated, which ultimately results in rephosphorylation of FMRP by S6 kinase (27) . Although this hypothesis is an attractive model, an alternative hypothesis has been proposed in which FMRP regulates translation at the initiation stage.
Another hypothesized mechanism of FMRP-dependent regulation of mRNA translation might be in cooperation with the microRNA pathway. The first indications came from Drosophila studies, where it was shown that dFmrp interacts directly or indirectly with two components of the RISC complex, Argonaute 2 (AGO2) and Dicer (30) . In mammalian cells, FMRP seems to be incorporated in RNP particles that also contain Ago2, Dicer and miRNAs (31) , and also in postsynaptic compartments, FMRP seems to interact with Dicer and Ago2 (32) . More recently, FMRP was found to interact with specific miRNAs resulting in translational repression of corresponding target mRNAs (33) . The results show that FMRP interacts with miRNA125b and thus regulates the translation of NMDA receptor subunit 2A (33) . Evidence for the relationship between the miRNA pathway and FMRP is increasing. The exact role of FMRP in the miRNA pathway needs to be further investigated.
FMRP and spine abnormalities
Microscopic analysis of autopsy material from patients with FXS revealed significant morphological abnormalities in brain tissue (34) . It was found that in some brain areas the dendrites of neurons show a higher protrusion density than neurons of control individuals and the dendritic spines exhibited a more immature phenotype (35) . Due to the increased number and abnormal morphology of the protrusions, the balance in signal transmission is believed to be altered, resulting in the FXS phenotype. Generation of the first Fmr1 KO mouse model finally allowed examination of in vivo protrusion morphology in different brain areas at different ages. Comery et al. quantified dendritic protrusions of layer V pyramidal neurons in the visual cortex of adult Fmr1 KO mice (36) . These neurons have more elongated protrusions and fewer shorter protrusions. Greenough and colleagues extended this examination by making eight classes of protrusions, ranging from immature to mature, and quantified the protrusions in mice in a C57BL/6 background (37).
Nimchinsky et al. showed that elongated protrusions in the Fmr1 KO mice were only present in the somatosensory cortex at young ages, i.e. 1 week and 2 weeks postnatal, whereas the abnormal morphology disappeared at 4 weeks of age (38) . Fmr1 KO mice also showed significantly more protrusions in young animals. These data strongly suggest that differences in spine morphology and number are related to development. Therefore, the spine morphology was examined again in younger and older Fmr1 KO and wild-type mice in a C57BL/6 background (25 days and 75 days, respectively) (39) . This study demonstrated that at P25 minimal protrusion abnormalities (expressed in length, morphology and number) were present in the somatosensory cortex of Fmr1 KO mice, whereas the abnormalities "reappeared" at 75 days of age, in accordance with Nimchinsky et al. Thus, at 75 days, dendritic protrusions of Fmr1 KO neurons in the somatosensory cortex are significantly longer, have a more immature morphology, and show increased density per apical dendrite. Grossman also investigated the CA1 region of the hippocampus (40) . Pyramidal neurons in the hippocampus of Fmr1 KO mice showed more immature protrusions and fewer shorter protrusions, but the number of protrusions was not significantly different. Furthermore, cultured hippocampal primary neurons of Fmr1 KO showed protrusion abnormalities, illustrated by an increased number of immature protrusions and a decreased number of synapses (41), more filopodia (immature protrusions) (42) , and increased length of protrusions.
Animal models for FXS
Different FXS animal models have been generated to study the effects of a lack of FMRP on behavior, mRNA translation, and pharmacological interventions. All animal models are not identical to the human genotype, because the silencing of the gene is not due to methylation of an expanded CGG repeat, but all animal models are generated using genetic modification resulting in a (almost) complete loss of Fmr1 transcription and therefore total lack of Fmrp expression.
Fmr1 KO mice have been studied extensively and are found to be a useful animal model to study FXS (43) (44) . Numerous behavioral tests have been performed to investigate behavioral deficits in the Fmr1 KO mice. Although not all studies show consistent results, it has been reported that Fmr1 KO mice show deficits in spatial learning, defect of prepulse inhibition of acoustic startle response (PPI), increased locomotor activity and that they are more susceptible for epileptic seizures (42, (45) (46) (47) . Approximately 13-18% of patients with FXS suffer from epilepsy (45) . This symptom is preserved in the Fmr1 KO mice, since they are highly susceptible for audiogenic seizures. As mentioned above, Fmr1 KO mice exhibit abnormal spine morphology in different brain areas, similar to what is found in patients with FXS. Moreover, this animal model has offered the opportunity to study synaptic plasticity in the brain and is altered in many brain areas, such as hippocampus, cortex, and cerebellum. After identification of the Drosophila orthologue, dFmr null mutant fly models were generated and shown to be viable (48) . The dFmr null mutant flies are anatomically normal, but show altered behavior. It has been demonstrated that dFmrp deficiency results in abnormal circadian rhythm (49), locomotor defects (48), and altered courtship behavior (50) . A closer look at the central nervous system also revealed morphological abnormalities of neurons. Loss of dFmrp resulted in mushroom body defects and altered axonal branching (48) . To study the function of FMRP during development, one of the approaches which can be used is the morpholino antisense oligonucleotide knockdown technique in zebrafish. Injecting an antisense oligonucleotide morpholino in fertilized eggs will result in a transient knockdown of the target gene, i.e. Fmr1. Using this approach, an FXS phenotype has been observed including abnormal axonal branching, neuronal guidance, and defasciculation defects (51) . However, these results are under debate since a genetic Fmr1 KO zebrafish model, developed with ENU-mutation screening, shows no obvious phenotype at all (52) . This suggests that the phenotype of morpholino injected Fmr1 knockdown fish appears to result from potential experimental artifacts.
In conclusion, all animal models have shown to be valuable in elucidating the molecular mechanisms underlying the clinical symptoms in FXS.
Treatment of Fragile X syndrome
In the brain, many different types of receptors are present at the synaptic membranes which can be divided in two major classes of neurotransmitter receptors: ionotropic and metabotropic receptors. In FXS mainly two neurotransmitters seem to be relevant, i.e. glutamate and gamma-amino butyric acid (GABA). Glutamate receptors are expressed throughout the brain and are essential for excitatory neurotransmission and synaptic plasticity. Glutamate receptors are found both at the postsynaptic and presynaptic membranes. AMPA, NMDA and Kainate receptors form the major class of ionotropic glutamate receptors in the brain, mediating fast excitatory neurotransmission.
In 2004, Bear et al. defined the mGluR theory to explain many aspects of the symptoms found in patients with FXS and in the Fmr1 KO mouse, including: (1) higher density of spines and more immature spines, (2) electrophysiological deficits in Fmr1 KO mice, (3) exaggerated dendritic protein synthesis in Fmr1 KO mice after mGluR receptor activation, and (4) behavioral phenotypes in patients with FXS and Fmr1 KO mice (53) . This mGluR theory states that AMPA receptor internalization, triggered by mGluR5 stimulation is exaggerated in FXS causing a weakening of the synapse (Figure 3) . Many experiments showed defects in synaptic signaling transmission in the Fmr1 KO mice.
Besides the mGluR receptor theory, it is also hypothesized that GABA signaling is altered in patients with FXS. GABA receptors are known to be involved in phenotypes such as epilepsy, anxiety, hyperactivity, insomnia, learning and memory deficit, autism, all present in patients with FXS (54) . Experimental evidence of the correlation between GABA-A receptors and FXS has been shown in Drosophila (55) and in mice (56) . mRNA expression levels of 8 out of 18 known subunits of the GABA-A receptor are decreased in the cortex of the FXS mouse model, but not in the cerebellum. It is likely that in the near future a treatment for FXS based on intervention in mGluR or GABA receptor pathways will become available.
Premutation
Carriers of the fragile X premutation (55-200 CGG repeats) are relatively common in the general population. Approximately 1:130-250 females and 1:800 males carry the premutation (62) . Female carriers of the premutation can transmit either their normal or premutation allele in the next generation. However, upon maternal transmission the risk of expansion of the premutation to a full mutation allele increases with increasing CGG repeat number. In male carriers of the premutation relatively stable transmissions occur, and thus the risk of expansion to a full mutation is negligible. All individuals with a premutation allele have increased levels of FMR1 mRNA (2-8 fold in lymphocytes) and paradoxically slightly decreased FMRP levels ( Figure 1) (63) . The mechanism underlying the increased transcriptional activity of premutation range alleles is unknown, however, a recent study reported differential usage of transcriptional start sites and polyadenylation sites in FMR1 premutation alleles leading to different expression in expanded premutation alleles compared to normal alleles (64) . The fragile X premutation is associated with two clinical disorders: fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome (FXTAS) and fragile X-associated primary ovarian insufficiency (FXPOI) disorder. Both disorders show an incomplete penetrance.
FXTAS Clinical and neuropathological phenotype
In 2001, a late-onset neurodegenerative disorder that affects a subset of older adult carriers of premutation alleles was described (65) . In FXTAS, a progressive intention tremor and cerebellar gait ataxia are the major clinical features. More advanced cases may be accompanied by progressive decline in cognition, peripheral neuropathy, Parkinsonism and autonomic dysfunctions (66) . The clinical symptoms vary among subjects with FXTAS and also the progression is highly variable with life expectancy between 5 to 25 years after presentation (67) (68) . Generally, affected female carriers of the premutation present milder clinical involvement compared to affected male carriers (69) . The cause of the incomplete penetrance of FXTAS within carriers of the premutation remains unclear, however, the penetrance increases with both age and CGG repeat size (70) . Approximately 40% of male carriers of the premutation and 8-16% of the female carriers of the premutation aged 50 years and older, who are identified by family-based studies, develop FXTAS (71) . Apparently the partial protective influence of the second non-expanded X-chromosome in female carriers results in a lower penetrance. Psychiatric dysfunction is also associated with FXTAS. In male carriers with and without FXTAS, mood and anxiety disorders are frequently reported (72) whereas in female carriers higher rates of depression, anxiety and ADHD have been found (72) . Comprehensive examination of cognitive impairment in male premutation carriers suggests that FXTAS involves substantial executive impairment and diffuse deficits in other cognitive functions (72) Only recently, a broader phenotype has been documented in both male and female carriers of the premutation with FXTAS who display symptomatology beyond the central nervous system. Females with FXTAS present significantly more frequently thyroid problems, hypertension, fibromyalgia, seizures, autoimmune disease and migraine headache (72) Medical comorbidities that were commonly noticed in male carriers of the premutation with FXTAS include impotence and cardiac arrhythmias, however, the evidence is still anecdotal (73) . Since these medical conditions have implications for treatment strategies more-detailed studies are warranted to provide further evidence for this expanded clinical phenotype in female and male carriers of the premutation with and without FXTAS.
In addition to the core clinical symptoms, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and neuropathological studies are part of the diagnostic criteria for FXTAS. MRI studies demonstrated a generalized brain atrophy, T2 hyperintensities of the middle cerebellar peduncle and adjacent white matter, illustrating white matter disease (74) . Neuropathological analyses of postmortem brain tissue of symptomatic carriers of the premutation revealed the presence of eosinophilic, ubiquitin-positive intranuclear inclusions in both neurons and astrocytes throughout the brain, Purkinje cell loss, spongiosis of the deep cerebellar white matter and Bergman gliosis ( Figure 4A) (68, 75) .
Animal models for FXTAS
Several animal models have been generated as a putative model for FXTAS, including mouse and Drosophila. Both models have proven invaluable for the study of the pathophysiology of FXTAS and have provided critical information about the development of brain pathology.
Two different knock-in (KI) mouse models with expanded CGG RNA expression under the control of the endogenous Fmr1 promoter and one transgenic mouse model that express expanded CGG RNA in Purkinje cells outside the context of the Fmr1 gene have been generated (76) (77) (78) . Both KI models show repeat instability (expansions and contractions) upon maternal and paternal transmission, intriguingly, increased frequency of repeat expansion on maternal transmission is ATR-sensitive, whereas an ATM-sensitive mechanism shows a male expansion bias (79) (80) . ATR is a protein important in the cellular response to stalled replication forks and bulky DNA lesions, while ATM has been shown to be involved in the rescue of replication forks stalled by depletion of intracellular dCTP pools. In addition, oxidizing agents may play a role in the frequency of CGG repeat expansion as well (81) . To date, CGG repeat tracts have been reported over 200-300 CGGs long but surprisingly without methylation of the promoter region of the Fmr1 gene (77, 82) . Both KI mouse strains phenocopy human FXTAS in the production of elevated levels of CGG RNA and the presence of specific neuropathological features associated with FXTAS, including intranuclear inclusions in both neurons and astrocytes and reduced numbers of Purkinje cells ( Figure 4B) (76-77, 83-85) . Also the Purkinje neuron-specific transgenic mice show intranuclear inclusions in Purkinje neurons and Purkinje neuron cell death (78) . All three FXTAS mouse models have been extensively evaluated for cognitive and behavioral phenotypes. In summary, cognitive deficits include memory impairments on the Morris water maze, spatial processing for both metric and topological tasks and temporal ordering for visual objects (84, (86) (87) . Deficits in motor performance are observed on the accelerating rotarod (78, 86) . In addition, KI mice are hyperactive, exhibited less anxiety and are impaired on the passive avoidance test (88) . No effective therapy is currently available for FXTAS.
The presence of similarities in the behavioral phenotype between FXTAS mouse models and patients with FXTAS, although subtle, may provide behavioral translational endpoints to assess efficacy for new therapeutic intervention in FXTAS using these mouse models. Next to the FXTAS mouse models, transgenic flies are generated that overexpress untranslated riboCGG90 repeats upstream of the coding sequence for the eGFP reporter gene. Overexpression of the mutant mRNA in fly eyes results in the formation of inclusions in both nuclei and cytoplasm that are positive for ubiquitin and causes neurodegeneration (89) . The fly model has proven extremely useful to perform biased genetic screens to identify genetic modifiers of the neurodegenerative phenotype (90) . Recently, Todd et al. demonstrated that overexpressing histone deacetylases suppresses CGG repeat-induced neurodegeneration in a Drosophila model (91) .
Although these mouse and fly models are not perfect, they have facilitated cellular studies on the underlying molecular basis of FXTAS and provided critical information about the molecular events that occur with the onset and progression of FXTAS.
Molecular basis of FXTAS
Compelling evidence indicates an RNA toxic gain-of-function mechanism for FXTAS (92) . The increased levels of FMR1 mRNA, containing premutation-length CGG repeats and the presence of mutant mRNA within the intranuclear inclusions are the first indications for such a RNA-mediated neurodegeneration mechanism for FXTAS (63, 93) . The absence of cases of FXTAS in the full mutation range is another indication. Later studies focused on the sequestration model, as demonstrated for CUG repeats in DMPK mRNA in myotonic dystrophy (DM). Indeed, experimental evidence showed the accumulation of a variety of proteins within the inclusions using in vitro and in vivo models, including Purα, hnRNP A2/ B1, CUGBP1 and Sam68 (94) (95) (96) (97) . The sequestration of Sam68, an RNA binding protein involved in alternative splicing regulation, results in partial loss of Sam68-responsive splicing and consequently misregulation of splicing of target pre-mRNAs in FXTAS patients. Although, the sequestration hypothesis is currently the most favorable model, alternative models have been proposed, including antisense transcript model, mitochondrial dysfunction model and stress response model (98) (99) (100) .
FXTAS is a late-onset disorder, however, the presence of functional and morphological abnormalities in cultured primary hippocampal neurons from KI pups (P0-2) and defects in neocortical development in KI embryos suggest a developmental component in the pathogenesis of FXTAS as well (101) (102) . Indeed, children carrying a premutation have been reported to develop psychopathology more frequently and this may very well be associated with abnormalities in the developing brain owing to the FMR1 premutation allele (103) (104) (105) .
FXPOI
Only 1% of females experience menopause before the age of 40 years, termed primary ovarian insufficiency (POI) (106) . POI is the "end-stage" of a continuum of ovarian dysfunction and despite the clinical importance the etiology of POI is often not identified. Females who carry the premutation are at risk for premature ovarian failure (fragile X associated primary ovarian insufficiency; FXPOI). It has been shown that females carrying a premutation ascertained through families with FXS have up to a 23% rate of POF, and as a group, experience earlier menopause by approximately 5 years (107) (108) (109) . In female premutation carriers the ovarian dysfunction depends on repeat size, however the relationship is not linear, that is, females with mid-range repeats (80-100 repeats) experience POF earlier and at higher frequencies (32%) than other carrier groups (110) . The underlying molecular mechanisms of FXPOI are not known, however, findings from FXTAS studies may be relevant to FXPOI as well. The key question in studies to obtain knowledge about the aetiology of ovarian insufficiency in females with the premutation is: how premutation mRNA may lead to early menopause. The hypothesis that the FMR1 premutation may have a toxic RNA gain-of-function effect on ovarian follicle dynamics is currently under study by close examination of the ovarian follicle population in female KI mice (R. Willemsen, unpublished data). Preliminary data show high expression of FMRP in both oocytes and granulosa cells in human ovaries during folliculogenesis ( Figure 5 ). Perhaps that the midrange repeat lengths result in the greatest amount of mRNA in ovaries and therefore the greatest toxicity. It is also possible that repeat size confers a specific mRNA conformation, like hairpins, and therefore interaction with different proteins or other mRNAs depending on repeat size.
In conclusion, it is extraordinary that expansions of the CGG repeat in the FMR1 gene are involved in three distinct disorders in which the size of the CGG repeat will ultimately define the clinical phenotype. FMRP is synthesised in the cytoplasm. Dimers of FMRP (yellow hexagons) enter the nucleus via the NLS domain. In the nucleus, FMRP binds to target mRNAs and other proteins, forming an RNP particle. The FMRP-RNP particle is transported back to the cytoplasm, via the NES of FMRP. In the cytoplasm, the FMRP-RNP particle can interact with members of the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC; green circle) and also associate with ribosomes (red ovals). FMRP-RNP particles regulate protein synthesis (string of blue circles) in the cell body of the neuron. A proportion of the FMRP-RNP particles is packed in mRNA granules and is transported into dendrites. During transport, FMRP fulfils its major role as a translational repressor of target mRNAs. Upon synaptic stimulation of the group I mGluRs, FMRP allows translation of its mRNA targets. The proteins that are synthesised seem to be involved in the cyclic internalisation of AMPA receptors and other neuronal processes. 
